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Executive Summary
In August 2017, Student Global LLC / myKlovr conducted a quantitative
study of a group of employees, many of whom were parents of high
school-aged children.

The objectives of the study were to:
Assess the importance and the challenges that working parents
are facing in providing children with post high-school education,
Understand how the employee–employer relationship is changing
beyond the pay dimension,
Evaluate the potential of digital college counseling as an HR benefit.
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The research findings were compared to analysis from other sources to
validate our study’s conclusions. We have proved that there is a strong
correlation between the outcome of our study and other data.
90%

For over 90% of working parents,
their children’s education is of utmost importance.

70%

At the same time, 70% of all respondents were concerned
about some aspect of preparing their children for college.

Nearly

90%

of high school
students expect
to attend college

but the nation lacks an adequate number of
guidance counselors to assist them, which
equates to scant attention for students.

With rising competition
for spots at America’s top
colleges and universities,
many qualified students
find themselves left out of
the process.

Only

50%

of respondents
indicated that
they were happy

Many of the respondents
would like to use
additional, out-of-school
college guidance services.

with the college counseling that their childrens’
schools provided. Most parents were anxious
about preparing their children for college.
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In regards to the relationship between employers and their employees,
multiple studies demonstrate that the dynamic between the two groups
is evolving.

In the myKlovr survey of working parents,

70%

of participants expressed
expectations from their
employers to be supportive of
their work-life balance as the
boundaries between work and
home are blurring.

This trend is particularly
visible among millennials,
who are becoming the
majority of the workforce.
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Consequently, the concept of compensation is also changing.

Employees expect more than just a base salary and
traditional benefits such as health insurance.

Over

75%

According to different studies,
an overwhelming majority of
employees value benefits highly
and perceive them as a viable
complement or even as an
alternative to pay raises.

The myKlovr study confirmed that
in return for their commitment to
employees and their family’s well-being,
an employer can expect increased:

Employee loyalty
Employee retention
Commitment
Productivity
These benefits result
in lower employment
related cost and higher
revenue per employee.
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Respondents perceived myKlovr’s digital college counseling service
as a relevant and attractive employee benefit. It compares positively to
established HR benefits.

70%

About 70% of working parents indicated that offering
digital college counseling as an employee benefit would
positively impact their perception of and relationship
with their employer.

40%

Over 40% believed that they would be more focused
on their jobs and hence more productive at work.

When changing jobs, they would prefer that their new employer offered
digital college counseling as a benefit.
However, the most striking finding of
the myKlovr study was:

a very high
perceived value of
the digital college
counseling benefit
that exceeded its cost by
between 500% and 700%.

This finding is a reliable indicator of a potential return on investment for
employers willing to adopt this unique HR benefit.
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Introduction
Student Global LLC conducted interviews of over 200 employees, many
of whom were parents of high school children.
Almost 85% of them belonged to the core workforce age group of 35
to 54 years. Nearly 75% were married or lived in a partnership. On
average, respondents had families with 1.8 children, of which at least
one was a high school student. The sample represented a cross-section
of education levels, household income, U.S. geography, and was slightly
skewed towards female (59%).
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Increasing Importance of
Education and Demand
for College Counseling
The predominant picture that emerges from the myKlovr study is that
parents value their children’s education very highly but are concerned
about the process of preparing them for college.

Approx.

70%

of working
parents were
concerned about
their children’s
college orientation
and readiness.
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92%

92% of surveyed working parents agreed that their
children’s education was essential to them.

70%

At the same time, about 70% of them declared that they
were very or extremely concerned about some aspect of
their children’s college readiness.
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Top Three Concerns of Working Parents:
Financials

College Counseling

Employment

paying for college

preparing for college admissions

finding a job after college

71.24%

70.79%

69.26%
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Only about half of
parents consider
their children’s
high school college
counseling services
good or very good.

50%
42%

Barely over 50% of respondents considered that the college

counseling at their children’s schools was good or excellent.

A significant number of parents, 42%, hope to provide their
children with supplementary college counseling services.

College counseling
currently available
at high schools
does not adequately
address the
concerns related to
student’s transition
to college.
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It is no surprise then that as much as 55% of working parents consider that
they should become more involved in their children’s college preparation.
This statistic indicates that parents themselves cannot fill the gap.

More than half of parents are not involved in their
children’s journey to college to the extent that they
would prefer.
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For those parents who feel that they are not rising to the challenge of
assisting their children when applying to college:

Main Barriers for Parents
Limited expertise

Limited experience

choosing the right support

knowledge and experience

High cost

Complicated

of private college counseling

college admissions process

28.32%

15.93%

27.43%

14.16%
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It is very encouraging to see that most parents felt welcomed and wanted
to work with the schools to prepare their children to apply to college.
Only 3.10% of respondents perceived that their children’s schools did
not want them to become involved and even fewer, 2.21% of parents,
believed that college guidance was schools’, and not parents’, ultimate
responsibility.
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The findings of our study are consistent with independent assessments
of the state of college counseling in the U.S. According to the U.S.
Department of Education, the vast majority of America’s high school
students expect to attend college, but many lack the support and
guidance they required to apply to college.1
Furthermore, college-attending rates differ disproportionately by
socioeconomic status. Also, too few students who graduate from high
school are ready for the academic rigors of college. This education deficit
is an urgent concern for the future of the nation as a whole, and for our
most underserved communities.
Onsite college counseling attempts to guide students through the
admissions process, which has grown in complexity over the last decade.
According to a report by the National Association for College Admissions
Counseling, students who meet one-on-one with a school counselor to
discuss college admissions or financial aid:
These figures highlight the
positive impact college
counseling can have on a
young adult’s life.

Triple

The odds that they will attend college

Double

The odds that they will attend a four-year college

Increase

The likelihood that they will apply for financial aid by
nearly seven-fold2

1
2

U.S. Department of Education, NCES 2010
https://www.nacacnet.org/globalassets/documents/publications/research/hsls-phase-iii.pdf
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However, there are far too few counselors working in our nation’s schools.

The American School Counselor Association
recommends a student-to-counselor ratio of 250:1.

3

According to the most recent data, only three states meet this
recommendation. The national average is nearly 500:1, a proportion that
experts say has remained virtually unchanged for more than a decade.4
On average, there
are almost 500
students per one
college counselor
in high schools
across the U.S.

=
500 high school students

3
4

1 College Counselor

https://www.schoolcounselor.org/school-counselors-members/careers-roles
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/26/nyregion/little-college-guidance-500-high-school-students-per-counselor.html?_r=0
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Competing responsibilities are also a challenge for college counselors.

Counselors spend nearly the same amount of time
coordinating academic testing and performing
non-counseling activities as they do advising students
about college and financial aid.
5

— a Los Angeles school system study showed
While there are some NGOs that attempt to fill the counseling gap, their
efforts are spread too thin.

“For all the good that organizations like College
Possible, the College Advising Corps, and Strive for
College are doing, their efforts cannot replace the
work that school counselors do to transform society
— a challenge that even representatives of these
organizations acknowledge.”
6

— reports The Atlantic

5
6

http://laeri.org/ed/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/laericollegesupports082017.pdf
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2016/09/the-neglected-link-in-the-high-school-to-college-pipeline/500213/
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College Counseling
Embracing Advanced
Technology Solutions
Technology is changing the face of every industry, and school counseling
is no exception. The latest technology provides school counselors new
ways to assist students. Tools that utilize artificial intelligence and data
analytics empower school counselors to serve their students better,
and digital counseling using online platforms enables them to reach a
broader audience.
“In this digital age,
teaching has transcended
the classroom.”
— E. Hoover, Chronicle of
Higher Education
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Based on the shortage of college counselors at American high
schools, it is no wonder that both students and college counselors are
“embracing data as a way to increase student success in all areas”
EdTech magazine reports.7

“In this digital age, teaching has transcended the
classroom. So why should school walls confine college
counseling? The question is driving innovation that
could change the way students prepare for college and
careers. Just as learning is now a hybrid of
face-to-face and virtual interactions, the transmission
of college know-how is fast becoming a blended
enterprise. To fulfill the nation’s ambitious
college-completion goals, however, counseling must
travel many paths, and some of them lead far beyond
school walls.”

— writes Eric Hoover in the Chronicle of Higher Education

“Digital counseling is opening a world of possibilities,
from apps that help counselors to assess student’s
strengths and challenges to college application
software that lets parents, students, and counselors
select the best school for prospective students.”
8

— writes digital transformation expert Andrew Caster

7
8

https://edtechmagazine.com/k12/article/2017/08/machine-learning-and-data-reshape-guidance-counseling
http://www.allpeers.com/5-ways-technology-transforming-job-school-counselors/
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Simply putting college counseling online does not necessarily improve
the quality of counselors or the attention received by each student.

Artificial intelligence (AI) offers a tool to boost the value
of online counseling. Companies routinely use AI for
analyzing and classifying consumer behaviors.
9

9

https://hbr.org/2017/04/how-companies-are-already-using-ai
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Every student is different, and college admissions
counseling must identify the relevant aspects of an
applicant and integrate them into a profile.
Building a profile is critical to the college admission process. Digital
college counseling uses AI to help students identify gaps in their
application profile and to recommend ways in which they can make
improvements throughout high school. It benchmarks an individual
college-bound student against other platform members, college
freshmen, as well as student-defined cohorts.

Leveraging available
data sets and patterns,
artificial intelligence can:

Provide personalized recommendations
Provide student user profile insights
Provide assessment insights
Give step-by-step milestone recommendations
to increase their chances of college acceptance
Help students formulate realistic personal goals
Help tailor the admissions preparation process
to an individual student’s needs, strengths, and
weaknesses
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As students work towards their goals, AI can help them assess how
the achievement of specific goals will affect their standing and college
admission chances. This guidance enables students to adjust their plans
and ongoing work so that they can achieve their real potential.
In summary, these technological innovations can increase the chances
that a student will attend the college of his or her dreams.
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Evolving Workplace and
Employee Expectations
Many companies struggle to retain their best-performing employees and
seek to offer a range of employee benefits that support this purpose.

“As employers experience high annual turnover rates
(35%), filling those positions with a skilled workforce is
proving difficult. Not only are employers failing to attract
top candidates, but they are also having difficulties
retaining their workforce, particularly senior and
executive management. At least three in 10 employees
say they are likely to leave their employer within the
next two years.”
10

— writes an expert with Employee Benefit News

10

https://www.benefitnews.com/news/employers-struggling-to-attract-retain-employees
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Millennials, who will make up one-third of the workforce
by 2020 and three-quarters of it by 2025, are the most
difficult employees to retain.
Much more than millennials’ youth influences their employment habits.
Employment benefits matter as much as potential salary.
According to Glassdoor’s Employment Confidence Survey:
89%

89% of millennials prefer benefits or perks
over pay raises from their employer.

75%

Roughly 75% of 18 to 24-year-olds, surveyed by Perkbox,
believe company perks are crucial to their job satisfaction.11

A 2017 MetLife study into employee benefits concluded that employees,

“expect their employers to keep up with current trends
and proactively provide solutions for their changing
needs. Specifically, employees are seeking a sense of
financial and emotional well-being.”
12

What these survey results
and studies suggest is
that if a competitor offers
a more appealing benefits
package, millennials are
likely to change jobs.
11
12

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rachelritlop/2017/01/30/3-benefits-companies-can-provide-to-boost-work-life-balance/#44dc24a34c79
https://benefittrends.metlife.com/media/1382/2017-ebts-report_0320_exp0518_v2.pdf
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The myKlovr study confirms the trends mentioned before concerning
evolving employee expectations.

72.06%

of working
parents

agree and strongly agree that their employer
should be interested in their family well-being.

76.84%

of working
parents

agree that their employer should care about their
work-life and home-life balance.

These results demonstrate that employers have to look beyond their
factory or office floor to rise to the challenges of the modern workplace.
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Employers can benefit from meeting their employees’ expectations.

76.35%

of the respondents declared that they would be
prepared to work harder when they see their
employer taking care of their family’s needs.

This sentiment
is not only
a conscious
commitment to
reciprocate through
hard work.

88.17%

of employees who know that their family’s
needs are addressed can be more
productive at work.

82.27%

of working parents indicated that they would
feel more loyal to their employer.

Apart from this
productivity
improvement,
employers can
also expect
lower turnover.

These are very high numbers, and even if there is a gap between intended and
actual behavior, it is hard not to acknowledge that in a modern workplace,
employers that are committed to their employees’ families’ well-being receive
an increased commitment from their employees. As a result, employers can
expect higher levels of employee productivity and loyalty.
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High Value of Digital
College Counseling as
an Employee Benefit
College counseling is a benefit that can both entice potential employees
and improve employee retention. According to the Independent
Educational Consultants Association, college counseling is a relatively
new employee benefit, but one which is gaining wider acceptance
as young workers marry and have children. College counseling must
evolve, and young workers desire benefits that will help their
college-bound children.
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When respondents were asked about the attractiveness of digital
college counseling as an employee benefit, it ranked similarly to many
better-established perquisites like legal assistance and an identity theft
protection, as well as was statistically very close to wellness programs
and EAPs (employee assistance programs).
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Introducing digital college counseling HR benefit is expected to have a
very positive impact on an employer brand.

More
Than

70%

72.90%
71.92%

of respondents indicated that
it would positively affect how
they perceive their employer.

more likely to feel proud
of their employer.

more likely to see
their employer as a
progressive company.
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67%
of respondents declared that they would trust that their
employer cared about their work-life balance and would
feel a stronger sense of loyalty to their company.

Close
to half
of working parents who participated in the study
indicated that they were likely to expect digital college
counseling or recommend it to a new employer if
they were to change jobs.
This response is yet another indication that the benefit itself could increase
both employee loyalty and staff retention.
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Our study’s most striking finding concerned the perceived value of a
digital college counseling service. The respondents were forced to make
a trade-off decision between two hypothetical employment offers, one of
which consisted of a lower base salary and a digital college counseling
benefit, which the other did not include.
% of an annual base salary that
respondent would trade for the digital
college counseling employee benefit

% of respondents who chose that
options

25%

3.92%

20%

3.43%

15%

4.90%

10%

6.86%

5%

16.67%

0%

64.22%

Weighted Average

3.92%

On average, working parents
were ready to sacrifice
3.9% of their annual base
salary for a digital college
counseling benefit.

This percentage rose
to nearly 11% when
excluding respondents
who would not accept a
digital college counseling
HR benefit instead of a
lower base salary.
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When one applies this 3.9% to the average annual salary of a U.S
employee (approx. $48,000), the result is $1,872, which is a perceived
monetary value of digital college counseling.
When one compares this figure to the $19.99/month, $240/year cost of
the premium myKlovr subscription, the perceived return on investment is
as high as 680%.
Even if one assumes a tax rate of 25%, the perceived return on after-tax
investment is 485%.
These high returns are not surprising because private college counselor
fees start at $150/hour, equating to $1,800/year if a student spends one
hour each month with a counselor.
Weighted average base salary
trade-off

3.92%

National average annual base salary

$48,000

Perceived value of the digital college
counseling ($48,000 x 3.92%)

$1,872

Annual cost of myKlovr premium
subscription (12 x $19.99)

$240

Return on investment
([$1,872 - $240 ]/$240)

680%
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Conclusions
The Student Global LLC / myKlovr study has conclusively confirmed a
demand for a digital college counseling service and revealed a significant
potential for the service as an employee benefit.
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We draw the following conclusions:

1. Working parents care deeply about their
children’s education,
2. Parents are anxious about their children college
readiness because:
College admissions process is more competitive
and complex than in the past,
High school college counselors are too few and
overburdened,
Private college counseling is too expensive for
most families,
Parents do not have the experience, expertise, or
resources to fill in the college counseling gap,

3. Employees expect their employers to recognize
their families’ needs and support their work-life
and home-life balance,
4. Thus, the role of perquisite benefits in
compensation packages and in attracting
employees is rising,
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5. Digital college counseling is a novel employee
benefit that is relevant and attractive to the core
demographic of modern workers,
6. Introducing a digital college counseling
employee benefit is likely to impact an employer
value proposition in positive ways, leading to:
Improved employer competitiveness in the
recruitment market,
Increased employee commitment, focus on the job,
and work productivity,
Higher employee loyalty and retention,
All of which benefit both company revenue and
profit per employee.

7. Thanks to its uniqueness in the market, digital
college counseling’s perceived value is between
5 and 7 times higher than its actual cost, offering
a very strong return on investment.
The above findings are consistent with other parties’ analysis
of similar trends.

Contact us. We will be delighted to talk.
1350 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY, 10019, USA
info@myklovr.com
www.myklovr.com

Delivering Student Solutions,
One Student at a Time
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